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Treasures In His Word
Help your kids learn to read with the best book ever-the Bible!
Phil Smouse, author and illustrator of Jesus Wants All of Me,
presents I Can Read God's Word, featuring key Bible stories
and passages specially paraphrased for 4 -to-7-year-old
children. Phil's clever, colorful illustrations enhance each
reading, making learning fun. Including age-appropriate
applications and phonics helps for parents, I Can Read God's
Word is perfect for bedtime reading, home schooling, and
Sunday school use.
Receive Your Healing Breakthrough Today! The Bible is filled
with healing promises! From Genesis to Revelation, the
nature of God is clearly revealed. He heals because He is
good and because His Name is Healer. The good news is
this: right now, you have instant access to the supernatural
Source of God's healing power—His Word! Dr. Sandra
Kennedy is a powerful, yet practical Bible teacher who has
been training Christians for decades on how to activate God's
Word to receive their healing. In Healing Treasures from the
Word of God, you will: Strengthen your faith to receive a
breakthrough as you discover powerful healing promises
contained in nearly every book of the Bible. Receive practical
teaching and commentary from Sandra Kennedy on each
healing promise in scripture and learn how to apply it.
Transform the way you read the Bible - and experience it as
the Miracle Book. Pray to receive your own healing by using
the powerful, Scripture-based Prayer for Healing featured in
this book. Fall in love with the Word and you will discover its
healing, delivering, and transforming power and what a
treasure the Word of God truly is!
Treasures in Heaven is an "interactive" tool assisting its
readers with personal application of the Bible. It is simple
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enough for the beginner, yet rich enough for the spiritually
advanced. There are treasures awaiting every reader! "The
LORD shall open unto thee his good treasure, the heaven..."
Deuteronomy 28:12 (KJV)
Treasure is defined as: something valuable (such as money,
jewels, gold, or silver) that is hidden or kept in a safe place. It
is also defined as: something that is very special, important,
or valuable. When it comes to the Word of God it's value is
beyond compare. The Word of God is the ultimate treasure.
Prophetic Treasures is a collection of Prophetic utterances
spoken through one of God's most accurate prophetic voices
in the land today. Through this collection of Prophetic
utterances and declaration spoken with Apostolic Prophetic
authority Loredana Rizzo delivers God's will for His people
with boldness, accuracy and love. This book is a must have
for every child of God for it is an on-time Word given for such
a time as this. Within it you will find wisdom and knowledge
spoken from the heart and will of God, to encourage and
strengthen His people for the days ahead. Each treasure
chest is full with Prophetic Treasure and is sure to empower
you, enlighten you, and transform your life.
Many people go through life merely skimming the surface of
the Word of God, the Bible. Many never discover these great
treasures that are all throughout the Bible. I would like to
share these great treasures with you. In this unique little
book, I open up a treasure chest for you to receive these
precious treasures out of God's Word, bringing hope into your
life. A collection of exciting treasures I discovered over many
years of studying the Bible put into one little book which will
give you a fresh new insight of God's love for you. You'll
obtain clear answers to questions you probably never thought
of asking. These answers will bring you hope, joy, and peace
as you read my book Treasures Revealed in God's Word:
Bringing Hope. I believe it will bring you to new heights you
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never thought you could attain.
Other stories Jesus told.
The Explorer's Study Bible takes kids on an adventure of a
lifetime to find the treasure of God's message. A full New
King James Version Study Bible just for kids. Incredible study
helps include maps, keyword verses, interesting Bible facts,
dictionary/concordance, and more—all designed to bring
God’s Word—its people, places, events, and message—into a
kid’s world! It’s full of fascinating features that make the
Bible fun to read and explore, entertaining to learn about, and
easy to study and understand. Colorful pages are full of
special features: WordDecoders: "Compass" to the meaning
of Bible terms Discoveries: Experience living in Bible times
Bible Treasures: Learn wisdom from the lessons learned by
Bible characters Digging In: Find rich treasures in story
backgrounds, the meaning of key passages, and more
Mystery Solved: Answers to the most asked questions about
the Word
For over 16 years, the ministry of Overcoming Believers
Church in Knoxville, TN has ended every service and every
prayer with the same faith confession, "And they overcame
him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their
testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death."
Revelation 12:11 KJV Christians throughout the world often
use the blood of Jesus to overcome their adversity but
neglect to use their testimony as a bridge to their
breakthrough. The Word of Our Testimony - Treasures from
Broken Vessels, is a series of short topical devotions that are
written with the purpose of bringing encouragement to the
discouraged, hope to the hopeless, help to the helpless and
to once again set the fire of faith to those who feel spiritually
burned out. Allow these candid testimonies from broken men,
women and children of diverse backgrounds to stir up the
gifts of God that have been lying dormant within.
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The Old Testament and the Gospels have three levels of
interpretation: historical, Christological, and prophetic.
Because Christ is fully revealed in the New Testament,
the epistles have only two levels, the historical and the
prophetic. Much is lost when Christians only see and
study the Scriptures from the historical vintage point.
Rightly Dividing the Word reveals these hidden prophetic
treasures to the discerning student.
Receive Your Healing Breakthrough Today! The Bible is
filled with healing promises! From Genesis to Revelation,
the nature of God is clearly revealed. He heals because
He is good and because His Name is Healer. The good
news is this: right now, you have instant access to the
supernatural Source of God's healing power--His Word!
Dr. Sandra Kennedy is a powerful, yet practical Bible
teacher who has been training Christians for decades on
how to activate God's Word to receive their healing. In
Healing Treasures from the Word of God, you will:
Strengthen your faith to receive a breakthrough as you
discover powerful healing promises contained in nearly
every book of the Bible. Receive practical teaching and
commentary from Sandra Kennedy on each healing
promise in scripture and learn how to apply it. Transform
the way you read the Bible - and experience it as the
Miracle Book. Pray to receive your own healing by using
the powerful, Scripture-based Prayer for Healing
featured in this book. Fall in love with the Word and you
will discover its healing, delivering, and transforming
power and what a treasure the Word of God truly is!
Finding Treasures in the Psalms is a devotional guide
that takes you on a daily journey through the Book of
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Psalms. When I first started writing the devotionals in
early January, 2020, life was normal and all was well.
However, two short months later, COVID-19 had spread
throughout the world causing fear, uncertainty, sickness
and death. It was at that time I came to realize that
David's words were more than just a collection of poems
that contained a few inspirational verses. David lived with
fear and doubt. He faced uncertainty and the threat of
death. Just like us, David didn't know how things would
turn out when he was on the run from Saul, his son,
Absalom, or fighting the Philistines. Yet, throughout his
life, he trusted and wrote about God's faithfulness; and
despite his circumstances, made praising God a priority.
What are you facing today? Are you living with fear and
doubt about your future? Are you hurting from a broken
relationship? Take heart, you can find hope and
reassurance of God's love in the Psalms. Start each day
by reading about God's faithfulness, love, provision, and
forgiveness. Allow His Word to encourage you. But more
than that, allow His Word to refresh you, and give you
reason to praise your heavenly Father. Charles Hall is a
first-time author who lives in Wilmington, NC with his
wife, Vivian. He was directed by God to write a daily
devotional on the Book of Psalms to leave to his children
and grandchildren. He currently serves as the Financial
Administrator for two churches in the Wilmington area,
and as Treasurer of Imagine Ministry, an international
ministry serving in Nicaragua.
Kingdom, freedom and wisdom are three-in-one forces
that the trinity chose to display the wealth of their
treasure to man within his environment both spiritually
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and physically. In Kingdom, Freedom and Wisdom,
author Chimezie Okonkwo discusses these three forces
through his testimony of the Word of God. Drawing from
his life experiences, the Word of God and his pilgrimage
tour of the Holy Land of Israel, Okonkwo provides a
detailed discussion of the kingdom of God, the freedom
of Jesus and the wisdom of the Holy Spirit. He shares
how they operate in different forms, beginning with the
work of God from the beginning of creation when he
established his kingdom and going through the
conception of Jesus, his birth, death, burial and
resurrection, which subsequently ensured freedom for
mankind. He then advances to the spiritual realm, where
our faith and righteousness by grace become dependent
on the wisdom of the spirit to actualize spiritual
declarations, bringing them into the physical. Employing
an array of Bible verses, Kingdom, Freedom and
Wisdom explains how the trinity controlled, influenced,
affected, enhanced, manipulated, subjected, united and
dominated the ministry of Jesus through its three
individual and original forces and treasures: kingdom,
freedom and wisdom.
In a busy world surrounded by all sorts of distractions, it
becomes an uphill task to strike a balance between our
work, family, and social life. Through this hustle and
bustle, we find ourselves struggling to stay connected to
God through His Word on a daily basis. That’s where
Hidden Treasures can come in handy. In Proverbs 3:4-5,
the writer exhorts us to seek God’s wisdom as if they
were hidden treasures so that we understand the fear of
the Lord and find the knowledge of God. With that goal in
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mind, each day’s devotional draws your attention to a
short passage or a few verses in the Bible. While some
of the stories, events, and characters from these
passages may be well-known, the information presented
is meant to help you gain fresh insights from the alreadyfamiliar sections of Scripture. We all know that Lazarus
was raised from the dead but now find out how Martha
missed out on her miracle. And, read on if you’ve been
curious why Jesus cursed the fig tree even though it was
not the season for figs! Hidden Treasures will inspire you
to love the Lord deeper, make your faith stronger, seek
His counsel and comfort while you navigate life’s trials,
and challenge you to become more Christ-like with each
passing day.
Uncovered Treasures sets the reader on a path of
discovery through Old and New Testament selections
from the Word of God. These selections convey
synonymous parallels when referenced with subject
matters that are often overlooked, go unnoticed, or given
total disregard. Ordinarily, when scriptural passages
speak on particular subjects, be it person, place or thing,
most often only the literal content of the area under
discussion is given consideration. We may not always
sense Gods Word as treasures hidden beneath the
surface of verses that make up each chapter. God
speaks to our hearts through his Word on common,
ordinary matters that we in secret rationalize for
ourselves or search for explanations and answers. In our
quest to realize the reassurance and affirmation we
individually seek, our resolution begins with the Word. At
the onset of each chapter, scriptures are presented to
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set in motion revelations that follow in a down-to-earth
manner with realistic implications uncovered from the
Word. Mind Power reveals how knowledge is a powerful
tool and to be short of it may lead to forms of destruction
within our own parameters. God Meets us Where We
Are shows us that deep in the fragility of our self-worth
are the answers to lifes thirst for satisfaction. Positioning
illustrates the importance and place for order and
progress in our lives. More than Enough proclaims the
Creators unyielding flow of abundance as constant and
steadfast. Containers of Power makes known our ability
to create and influence with words. Self-Portrait
challenges us from being what we are to becoming who
we are. This compilation of heartfelt writings will allow
the reader, through the Word, to understand depth and
insight from some of lifes common events. The practical
and simplistic conversational style offered by the author
will cause the reader to ponder personal introspect and
self-evaluation, while being inspired, enlightened and
encouraged.
Children will have a great time searching for objects
hidden in Old and New Testament Bible story
illustrations. Each page contains a question about the
story and a Scripture reference where children can
discover real hidden treasure in God's Word. An answer
key is also included.
As God blesses through giving me the devotions I share
with my coworkers at Southeastern University– I bless
Him by giving them to others as He leads me. It is my
birthday gift back to God and is my passion. He has
given me insight in His Word I count as treasures. They
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are hidden treasures, as God’s Word says until they are
found. Step deeper into the river, as I have, only after
seeking God’s attributes. God Bless You! Cherilyn
Buhlmann
This is not just a book just to be READ - it is a book to be
SAID! "Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and they
who indulge in it shall eat the fruit of it [for death or life]."
Proverbs 18:21 If I could hand you a key that is guaranteed to
change your life and circumstances; a principle that places
the supernatural power of God on tap for every situation in
your life and ministry, would you want to know what it is?
Sometimes people shroud the simplicity of the gospel in a
mess of religious rhetoric and theological confusion.
Thankfully the Scriptures make plain and simple how we are
to engage with God and receive and release His transforming
power consistently in our everyday lives. In this practical Spiritfilled series of books, pastor and Bible teacher, David Lee
Martin, unpacks the amazing truth concerning the power of
the words that you speak, and shows clearly how you can
apply this truth to change your world, and the world of those
around you. This Edition: COLOSSIANS The book of
Colossians is a book of putting off the old, and putting on the
new. The truths you are about to declare will uproot all that
hinders you in your walk with God and with others, and firmly
establish your present and true identity in Christ. Take the
words on the following pages, salt them with your own
thanksgiving, and let God's love and grace touch the very
depths of your being. The Benefits of Applying the Word As
with several of my other books, this one is intended to be
applied. It's words and message are impotent if they are not
vigorously acted upon. The 'His Word My Word' series of
books take eternal truth and shape it for application right here
and now! This series of books will train your tongue by
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planting the Word in your heart, and harnessing your
testimony (the confession of your mouth) with the law of
liberty - the perfect Word of our Father. Just a few the
benefits you can expect as you act on what you read, and
become a doer of the work include: -It renews the mind,
building into your consciousness and expectation new truths
to live by. -It moulds your vocabulary, harnessing your tongue
to speak only those things God (and you) desire for your life.
-It conforms your thoughts and words to His thoughts and
Words. -It gives expression to the mind of Christ in any and
all situations. -It raises our perspective from earthly to
heavenly, from below circumstances to above them. -It
banishes wrong thinking and emotions, replacing them with
God's own thoughts - our emotions will always follow our
thinking, and our thinking will follow the deposit in our heart,
and the words of our mouths. -It gives you an actionable
principle you can apply to combat any adversity you face with
confidence. -It establishes Godly boundaries in your life. -It
overcomes the devil's plans and purposes because you are
never in agreement with him, and they cannot be established.
-It develops new pictures of ourselves, ones that are shaped
by God's unchanging love for us. -It equips us with the
necessary weapons for the Holy Spirit to bring to our
remembrance what is needed to overcome, any time our
mind, body or spirit come under attack. -It brings every
thought into captivity and conformity to Christ, resulting in
increased spiritual authority in the spirit realm and in
relationships and ministry. -It is health to our flesh and
strength to our bones. There are many more wonderful
benefits that flow from disciplining ourselves to speak the
Word only, but I am sure that you already you agree, any
investment we need to make putting this into practice is far
outweighed by the promised returns. It is truly life changing,
and a spiritual principle that will stand the test of time and
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every challenge that is thrown at it.
The Scriptures say, "In the beginning was the Word, and the
word was with God. And the Word was God. He was with
God in the beginning" (John 1:1). John's gospel calls Jesus
the Word of God. He presents Him as the personal Word of
God, which indicates that in these last days God has spoken
to us through His Son. The Scripture also revealed that Jesus
Christ is the manifold wisdom of God and the perfect
revelation of the nature and person of God. Just as a person's
words reveal his or her heart and mind, with Christ, it is the
same, as the Word reveals the heart and mind of God. All
those who know Jesus Christ, earnestly desire to know Him
more and more. Our Lord said, "Before Abraham was born, I
Am," which means that Abraham is a creature of God, just as
Adam and Eve; and Jesus Christ is the Creator; He is the
beginning and the end, the first and the last, the Mediator and
the Messiah, predicted by the Old Testament prophets long
before Abraham was born. Jesus Christ is the manifestation
of God's wisdom, righteousness, sanctification and
redemption. Jesus Christ is the Lamb of God that was slain
before the foundation of the universe. "He is before all things,
and in him all things hold together "(Colossian 1:17). God will
show His love for you in an active way, in a big way, in a way
that you cannot imagine or think, or comprehend. At the
present time, your most holy duty and task is to draw close to
the Lord and continue in faithful obedience to His
commandments, to His Word and to the control and direction
of the Holy Spirit. Gain a deeper understanding of Jesus
Christ and grow in knowledge, strength and truth through this
uplifting read.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language
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literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce
the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality
and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a
stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
More Heavenly Treasures Discovering the Sovereign Grace
of God Hidden in the Richness of His Word Do you
sometimes feel like you have plateaued in your own spiritual
journey? Do any of the following statements ring true for you?
I need a renewed desire to study the Word of God. I wish I
had time for learning more about the Bible. I would like to
have a greater sense of hope for the future. I wish I really
could be sure God loves me. I wish I knew how to find a
meaningful way to study my Bible. If those statements are
your heart's cry, this book has the answers to your longings! It
contains fresh insights into the deep, often untapped truths of
the Word of God. Designed to challenge your mind while
feeding your spirit, these chapters reveal life-changing,
foundational biblical truths. The great biblical scholars of days
gone by clearly recognized the unmatched power of the Word
of God. Too often today's preaching lacks the verse-by-verse
expository teaching of God's Word. Yet if we long for an
intimate relationship with the Savior, hiding His Word in our
hearts is the answer to that longing. You will experience
wisdom relevant to every aspect of your daily walk as you
meditate on these treasures from His Word.
Author gives life application examples of the rewards found
throughout the bible which are oft times hidden. Easy reading
in a non- churchy format, from a personal standpoint of
treasure hunting both in the bible and the desert landscape.
She shares her secrets for an exciting, successful life journey.
Refreshing, encouraging and inspirational.
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This is a study of the treasures of the Kingdom of God. They
are written from day one of the history of God's Word until the
present time today. The key about God's Kingdom is the
revelations that come at our seasons of life upon this Earth to
meet us where our spirits are with the Spirit of God! The Holy
Spirit will reveal the depth-ness of the treasure of Jesus when
we can walk into these revelations. The treasures of Jesus
should entice our desires as His amazing Words which He
spoke. This is why He said, "My Words are Spirit and they are
Life." In John 4 as He was teaching the woman at the well;
His words became life to her; and should be the same to us
also! This is why the enemy of our soul tries so hard to keep
us diverted when it comes to reading the Bible. The enemy
knows better than anyone created, how important God's
Word is, so shouldn't we? This is the introduction to the
"Treasures In Jesus." Let us strive to look behind the doors of
Heaven for these treasures; that are proclaimed for such a
time as this! We can only receive if we believe and Jesus
spoke forth His secrets and mysteries for us, I believe, do
you? The choice is ours.
“A Searcher’s Treasures” An Independent Study of God’s
Word This book presents interpretations both old and new,
both from the writer’s own studies and from the learned
works of others. It is intended to help get Bible reading and
study above the horizon and into view so that society can
realize the greatness of God and better understand Him. The
book challenges common beliefs to a degree, but to a greater
degree it builds upon the foundations laid by the Church of
which Jesus Christ is the Chief Cornerstone. The writer’s
hope is that the more we know about God, the less we will
question His ways and the more we will want to love, serve,
and obey Him. The author feels that the greatest goal is to be
precious in the Lord’s eyes, and there is no better way to do
that than to introduce souls to His kingdom. The book delves
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into the realms of questions long-begging for answers, such
as the role of evil spirits, their potential purposes, and how
they can be accepted as real but yet responsive to mental
health treatments. The book also searches out such things as
the beginning of man in God’s image, the age of the earth,
and an intriguing study of how God may have always had
specific time intervals in the working of His will.
In a conversational style and straightforward language,
Excavating Bible Treasures breaks open the Word of God by
examining the deeper meaning of key passages from the Old
Testament and New Testament. Like an excavated treasure,
the meaning of each selected passage may at first be hidden
from view, but its richness and brilliance are revealed upon
closer examination. Scripture selections include the account
of the fall of Adam and Eve, God's judgment of Cain, the
healing of the leper, the parable of the coins, the First
Commission, Jesus carrying his Cross, and many more.
Written by a Christian missionary who has dedicated his life
to disciple-making through the Word of God, Excavating Bible
Treasures will draw readers in to a deepened appreciation for
and openness to God's Word.
Studying the Word of God is not an optional for any child of
God that desires to grow spiritually and increase in the
knowledge of God. It is very important that we find time to
search the Holy Scriptures so that we can familiarize
ourselves with the promises of God relating to His plan and
purpose for our lives. In this book, David Odunaiya has
provided guidelines that can help you to get the most out of
the precious time you spend in God's WORD. There are
many books out there telling you the "What" and the "Why",
but this book will tell you the how!
This book was inspired by the book of John, the first chapter.
In the beginning the word already existed. The word was with
God and the word was God. He existed in the beginning with
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God. God created everything through him, and nothing was
created except through him. The word gave life to everything
that was created, and his life brought light to everyone. The
light shines in the darkness, and the darkness can never
extinguish it. My eyes have been opened to these verses by
the light of Christ penetrating into my soul leading me to see
and understand the true meaning of life. Everything there is
has a word attached to it. When we can take time to slow
down with understanding and, yes, even break words down a
little more with acronyms, the power of those words can
speak life to ourselves and to others. When driving down a
road, we have become accustomed to pushing on gas or the
brake pedal as needed by our sight. In life, we can do the
same thing with our thinking whether good or bad to steer us
away from disaster or to find peace. If we only take the time
and affiliate our words with knowledge just like slamming on
our brakes when a kid runs out in front of us. My book will
teach you how to find peace that turns into lasting joy which is
surrounded by love. Little things like words put together with
roots (acronyms) make our lives stronger. Here are a couple
of acronyms just to get you started that have made a lifechanging transformation in me: Chaos: Creating hell allowing
overwhelming sin. When we act before thinking it through.
Grace: God's riches abundantly coming everyday. Now that's
treasure.
Healing Treasures from the Word of GodScriptures and
Commentary to Help You Receive Your Healing
MiracleDestiny Image Publishers
A beautiful, full-colour gift book with bite-size nuggets that will
encourage, uplift and inspire. Featuring excerpts from Nina
Smit's writing and text from the New International Version.
There is an unknown treasure sitting on your nightstand,
bookshelf or coffee table. It is full of keys that will unlock your
destiny, vision and purpose. They are yours for the taking.
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Join Cheryl on this journey as she uncovers valuable secrets
found in the Bible. Through her own brokenness and
surrender, the author will inspire you to embark on your own
journey of searching for the timeless and endless treasures in
the Word of God. As you dig deeper, each Hidden Treasure
will leave you desperate for more of God's Word."This book
houses great revelation and insight from His Word. You will
be inspired as it draws you right back to where it all
started...the Word of God."- Steve and Lennette Deal,
RealDeal Ministries International, Co-Authors, "Daddy, If You
Only Knew""Several years ago, Cheryl was radically
encountered by the extravagant love of Father God. She went
from being a believer to a wholehearted follower of Christ
Jesus. In this book, Cheryl shares the treasures she has
discovered in that secret place of brokenness. You will be
comforted and edified as you read this book."- Toni Kerber
Adams
"Treasures From His Word: (Nuggets For Daily Living)" is a
compilation of scriptures from God's Word intended to uplift
and encourage the believer. Each scripture is accompanied
with a "from the heart" note from the author, a prayer, an
affirmation, and a personal entry section - giving individuals
an opportunity for reflection, to express what is on their heart
or to record their own prayer. These nuggets are a perfect
addition to one's devotional, meditation or simply to be used
in strengthening one's faith. It has become necessary for the
believer to be more deliberate and intentional in consuming
God's Word, especially as we grapple with the busyness of
our daily lives. "Treasures From His Word" is one such tool in
keeping us connected to the source of our existence: our
heavenly Father.
Psalm 119:18 Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold
wondrous things out of thy law. The scriptures in the bible,
contain, wonderful, truths, about life. But by far, the most
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wonderful thing, contained in the bible, is God's love for us.
God's love is the most wonderful thing, any human being can
ever have. His love, is hidden, inside of every word, in the
bible. Their is also knowledge, wisdom, and understanding,
which all come from his word. Inside of his word, we will find
individual revelations, that will impart, the strength we need,
to overcome anything the enemy might throw against us.
Proverbs 25:2 It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the
honour of kings is to search out a matter. Inside of God's
word, are hidden treasures. Treasures, who's worth far
exceeds that, of rubies, and gold. All we need to do, to find
them, is look for them. They are carefully concealed, inside of
God's word. This book is a treasure chest, full of great riches.
Every day, there are treasures to be discovered by anyone
who will honestly come to hear the voice of the Savior in his
Word. The Lord Jesus indicates that there is an added
blessing for those who will write down the insights he gives by
his instruction: ?Every scribe which is instructed unto the
kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an householder,
which bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and old?
(Matthew 13:52). The poems in this book are the result of
going to the Bible each day with an expectation that God has
something very valuable to say. That expectation has NEVER
been disappointed. Our risen Lord said, ?I stand at the door
and knock. If any man hears My voice and opens the door, I
will come into him and will sup with him, and he with Me?
(Revelation 3:20). This intimate, two-way communion with
God is offered to all those who have received the Lord Jesus
Christ (John 1:12) and thereby ?have received, not the spirit
of the world, but the Spirit which is of God, that we might
know the things that are freely given to us by God? (1
Corinthians 2:12). My prayer is that God may use this book
for his glory, for the encouragement of his own children, and
for the persuasion of those who may yet be awakened to their
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need of our Savior. ?Blessed is the man that heareth Me,
watching daily at My gates, waiting at the post of My doors?
(Proverbs 8:34). Heaven is waiting. Don't miss it for the world.
How much attention do we pay to our inner lives when our
external lives demand so much from us? Externally
everything can look perfect on the outside, but there can be a
storm raging within our HEARTS. Jesus said, “Let not your
hearts be troubled” John 14:1 'Inside Out' is about
discovering the treasures God has for our hearts. In a world
that is forever focusing on external makeovers, 'Inside Out'
reveals the importance of looking into our inner lives and how,
in receiving healing and freedom, we can prosper in every
part of our lives - Body, Soul and Spirit. Our hearts are like a
gateway and as we open them to God, He will pour in His
promises. Proverbs 4:23 says, ‘Above all else, guard your
heart, for it is the wellspring of life’. Through her own journey
of brokenness, overcoming fear, anxiety and illness that had
taken its toll on her physically, Paula Connelly shares openly
how God revealed the real issues within her heart and the
keys to becoming free from the Inside Out. Finding balance in
marriage, family, work and ministry can be a challenge for
most women. Embarking on a journey deep within the
chambers of her heart, she discovered God's promises and
treasures that bring life in abundance and peace that is
meant for our hearts every day. These same treasures in the
Word of God are awaiting YOU. Through the pages of 'Inside
Out', You will discover Keys to: Uncover the issues of the
heart; Keeping and guarding your heart; Overcoming fear;
Finding rest and peace for your heart; Having a Heart of
worship and how to; Never give up or lose heart in the face of
adversity. God's plan for each of us is to have a brand new
heart and healing begins from the Inside out!
Writer, speaker, mental health practitioner, group fitness
instructor and personal trainer, CollieBlake (pictured on left)
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inspires individuals, encouraging them to lead lives of
spiritual, physicaland emotional wholeness.Poet, liturgical
dancer, Christian entertainer and English teacher, Julianna
Marcus makes adifference in the lives of others. She currently
resides in Miami, Florida with her loving husbandand two
precious children.Collie and Julianna are co-founders of
GLOW (God's Love Obtains the World). Through
thisorganization they have performed at a variety of venues
and presented at community workshopswhich serve to carry
out GLOW's mission of "touching hearts through the arts.
This book is birthed from many encouraging and rewarding
responses ]] God has looked into my heart, seen the
situation, then Divinely planted the perfect words into your
heart to speak to me. Your meditations are my lifeline. Love
you Life Saver, Toni M. Rolle Thank you for sharing such
inspirational and life-changing messages. God Bless,
Deshonda Turner You have such a gift, and I thank God for
putting me in your midst. Love Takiyah Gross Thank you for
your dedication and devotion to your calling. Thank you for
yielding to the Holy Ghost and giving water to the thirsty.
These meditations truly strengthen my walk with Jesus. May
the Lord bless you and yours from now through eternity.
Love, Melanie A. Faison Corliss Richardson began writing
Meditations For Daily Living 5 years ago sending them as
emails to close friends and family members each morning.
Since that time the emails have grown to a national ministry
and ministers to a mailing list of hundreds and to countless
thousands as they are shared and forwarded by many.
Corliss and her husband, Pastor A. J. Richardson reside in
Lawrenceville, GA and pastor Clifford Grove Baptist Church in
Rayle, GA. With a heart to minister, God has called her to
helping, sharing, teaching and counseling through her role as
First Lady and Founder of Women of Worship Ministry
(WOW). In addition to being blessed with 5 awesome
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children, God has given her 3 amazing grandsons, ages 9, 8,
and 3 that fill her life with laughter, love and a lot of learning.
This study in The Integrity of Gods Word is chock full of
faithbuilding inspiration that will turn any life a round from hum
drum to a renewed sense of the limitless power of God, the
beauty and power in His Word. A book to transform and build
the Christian life.
Behold the Treasures of God's Word in Your Heart Every part
of God's scripture is important and useful to our lives. But
how can you behold the treasures of God's word in your heart
every day? By remembering His word and holding it dear to
you. This is exactly what this journal will help you do! This
journal lays out a map guiding you to remember daily
scriptures that you come across. Besides just providing a way
to record the verses, the journal presents a way to internalize
them by recording why it is important to remember them and
how they apply to your life. Memorizing the scripture can be a
daunting task when you do not have proper guidance on how
to do it. This journal presents you with just the best way to
ingrain the word of God in your daily life. Here are some great
features of this Journal: Each page maps out the scripture
memory from start to finish The interior features a delightful
design that keeps you engaged The journal is a perfect size
for travel and home use The pages have generous spaces to
record your thoughts to completion Each page has prompted
and lined sections FAQ For what age is this journal suitable
for? This journal is suitable for women of all ages: from girls
to teens to adult women. The journal works whether you are
new to exploring God's word or not. What sections does the
journal contain? This journal is effective at helping you
memorize Bible verses because of the prompted sections it
contains. The journal makes it easy to effectively memorize a
verse by allowing you to record; why it's important to
remember the verse, how the verse applies to your life, what
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it means to your faith and how it will be helpful to your life.
Get your copy NOW - Scroll up and Click on "Buy Now with
1-Click"!
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